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PRESS KIT  

(EN page 1 - FR:page 7- NL:page 12) 

www.maineroad.be 

https://www.facebook.com/Maineroadoasistributeband/ 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1tJkKMKi9ULhehpwvdkS0A 

 

The adventure of the OASIS "Morning Glory" tribute band has started in March 2018 on the 
initiative of one of his guitarists (Pascal COMBLEZ). Jean-Luc DEGROOT, Mathias and Hugo 
BOUYEZ, Stéphane CARLIER and CORDARO Alessandro responded the call.  A few concerts later, 
more precisely in September 2019, the line-up changed slightly and sees two of its members 
leave the band. Sandro D'ELIA and Sébastien BOUTRY then joined the band, which changed its 
name to "Maine Road". It refers to the legendary place in the city of Manchester where the 
Gallagher brothers loved to perform.  

Our tribute, the only existing one up to now in Belgium, wishes to revive the story of the 
Manchester bad boys through their many hits. All of us are true OASIS fans and aim to become 
the worthy Belgian representatives of the flagship band of the '90s. 

To achieve this goal, we decided to get as close as possible to what OASIS was 
producing...musically, in terms of clothing, stage atmosphere etc....The funny thing is that we 
can even boast of having two brothers in the band too! 

What's more, 2019 is the 25th anniversary of their debut album "Definitely Maybe". Next year 
we will also celebrate the 25th anniversary of their second album "(What's the story) Morning 
Glory". We therefore believe that we should focus on these first two albums in 2020 and devote 
ourselves mainly to them. These two albums saw the birth of unforgettable hits such as Don’t 
Look Back in Anger, Wonderwall, Supersonic, Live Forever and Champagne Supernova… 



         
For some songs, the emphasis will also be put on the addition of ‘brass’ and ‘strings’, as can be 
heard on ‘Whatever’, for example. 

It should be noted that our intention will be in the near future to take over the individual 
repertoires of both brothers, i.e. Liam Gallagher and Noel Gallagher’s High Flying Birds. 

 

THE BAND 
Pascal Comblez, who started music and guitar 11 years ago. He was part of two other bands, 
‘My Playground’ and ‘Nothing Else’. He is also still a member of ‘Red Ears’ (general cover band) 
where he has been a rhythm guitarist for about 5 years. 

Mathias Bouyez is a 27-year-old singer and guitarist. Discovering guitar and singing with bands 
such as The White Stripes and Nirvana, his artistic life was turned upside down after his 
discovery of the Beatles. Over the years, he has played in various bands, diversifying his musical 
influences, from blues to folk, punk and rudiments of jazz. In 2010, he won the regional contest 
‘Faites nous une scène’, organized by the town of La Louvière thanks to his guitar-voice 
compositions. Often accompanied by his brother Hugo’s drummer, he roams the stages and 
participates with him in 2013 in the ‘Envol des cités’, at the end of which he will win a few 
prizes. Since then, he has been teaching music lessons in different non-profit organizations in 
the La Louvière region and lives full time from music. 

Jean-Luc Degroot, bass player since the 90s, entirely self-taught, played in bands such as Plutark 
In The Blizzard (generalist cover but only acoustic versions), EvenFlow (Pearl Jam tribute), 
CoverEdge (generalist cover), Goonsquad (first a David Bowie and Rolling Stones tribute, then 
only covering the Rolling Stones). 

Hugo Bouyez… He discovered music at a very early age to the folk rhythm of the drums of Gilles' 
tunes, which he then played entirely by ear. So it was only natural that at the age of 10, he 
started playing drums. He learned quickly, and started playing on stage very early with his 
brother Mathias in different formations. Strong of his already consequent experience despite his 
20 years old, he does not hesitate to make his spontaneity and his talent explode on stage. He 
also does the backing vocals which he masters without having any knowledge of melodic music 
theory. Together with his brother, they formed an electric and energetic duo, like the Gallagher 
brothers. 



         
Sandro d’Elia has been a self-taught guitarist since the age of 16 (1996), co-founder of several 
bands during the late 90s and early 2000s in the central region. From 2008 to 2013 Solo 
guitarist in the ‘Spleen’ Group of compositions, participating in l’Envol des cités (Finale), 
Zicmeup tour (France/Belgium) as well as several festivals in Wallonia + 1 Sold Out concert at 
the Théâtre de Binche. In 2011 signed a contract with ‘Romeo Records’ for 3 years + release of a 
7 tracks EP (Passage on Classic 21). From 2014 to 2019, he joins ‘Back On Stage’ (generalist 
Cover) and at the same time in 2016 ‘StereoKiss’ which won the regional final at the 
‘Emergenza’ contest in 2017 and finishes 5th of the National final.     

Sébastien Boutry, also co-founder and keyboardist-singer of ‘Bubble Trap’ (composition group 
mainly active between 2002 and 2012, participated in the Dour Festival 2006 via the first ‘Envol 
des Cités’). Member of the cover projects ‘Fly & Drive’ and ‘Fortune Tellers’ 
(keyboards/vocal/sax; several participations in the Beatles Day (Mons) between 2011 and 
2019). He has also been involved in a Pierre Rapsat tribute through his solo project ‘Electrolyte’ 
(singing and programming) since 2016. 

The band already has a few dates to its credit and is actively looking for dates for 2020… We 
now have a set-list that’s big enough to perform for about two hours. 

CONTACTS:  Pascal Comblez 0496/12 71 32. pascalcomblez@gmail.com 

  Mathias Bouyez 0473/27.64.22.                

  Bernard Peigneux 0474/16.14.18 (manager)              

 

 

 

 

 



         

 

Current playlist  
Intro: FUCK IN THE BUSHES 

1. ROCK ‘N’ ROLL STAR       5’23 
2. LIVE FOREVER        4’37 
3. UP IN THE SKY        4’28 
4. GO LET IT OUT        4’41 
5. LYLA         5’12 
6. STOP CRYING YOUR HEART OUT     5’00 
7. BE HERE NOW        5,’24 
8. ACQUIESCE        4’20 
9. HEADSHRINKER       4’48 
10. FADE AWAY        4’15 
11. I’M THE WALRUS (Beatles cover)     6’38 
12. HALF THE WORLD AWAY      4’10 
13. GAS PANIC        6’16 
14. STAND BY ME        6’00 
15. TALK TONIGHT       4’00 
16. LITTLE BY LITTLE       4’00  
17. COLUMBIA        6’17 
18. SUPERSONIC        4’44 
19. BRING IT ON DOWN       4’18 
20. CIGARETTES & ALCOHOL      4’49  
21. SLIDE AWAY        6’32 
22. HELLO         3’22  
23. ROLL WITH IT        4’00 
24. WONDERWALL       4’19 
25. DON’T LOOK BACK IN ANGER      4’48 
26. HEY NOW          5,’42 
27. SOME MIGHT SAY       5’28 
28. CAST NO SHADOW       4’52  
29. SHE’S ELECTRIC       3’40 
30. MORNING GLORY       4’17 
31. CHAMPAGNE SUPERNOVA      5’03  



         

 

Vocals : Mathias BOUYEZ 

Guitar : Pascal COMBLEZ 

Guitar: Sandro D’ELIA 

Bass : Jean-Luc DEGROOT 

Drums: Hugo BOUYEZ 

Keyboards: Sébastien BOUTRY 

 

 



         

TECHNICAL DATASHEET 
Sound tec: Bernard Peigneux+32474161418 

 
(Obviously flexible depending on conditions, number of monitors, etc.) 

 

LINE TYPE MIC comment
1 KICK OUT B52
2 KICK IN B91A Optional
3 HI HAT KM184
3 SNARE top SM57
4 SNARE bottom SM57 Optional
5 T1
6 FLOOR TOM
8 OVERHEAD left KM184 Optional
9 OVERHEAD right KM184 Optional
10 BASS AMPEG PF500 BASS SM57+DI passive

11 GUITAR left BLACKSTAR ARTISAN 30 SM57
+ CAB BLACKSTAR ARTISAN 
212 (on large stages only)

12 GUITAR right MARSHALL JCM 900 SM57 + CAB ORANGE
13 GUITAR centre TAYLOR ACOUSTIC DI Not on all songs (see playlist)
14 DI
15 DI
16 LEAD VOCALS SM58
17 BACKING VOCALS SM58 for the drummer(lefty)

DRUMS TAMA STARCLASSIC 
(lefty set)

PATCH LIST

KEYBOARD ROLAND FA06


